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Why partner 
with Irish 
cybersecurity 
businesses? 

With some of the 
world’s leading 
experts, researchers 
and companies in the 
cybersecurity space 
calling Ireland home, 
we’re ready to help you 
defend against a new 
generation of threats.

Talent
Ireland is a hotbed of cybersecurity talent. 
We’re home to 40 multinationals with 
security operations and over 60 homegrown 
cybersecurity companies, making for a 
‘Triple Helix’ ecosystem bringing together 
business, academia and government to 
collaborate and problem-solve.

Innovation 
The top five global security  
software companies are based in 
Ireland, and it’s easy to see why: 
our deep tech clusters in fields such 
as machine learning, IoT and cloud 
technology are world-renowned, while 
R&D centres in Irish universities and 
national research centres are pushing 
innovation forward every day.

Trust 
With a reputation for military neutrality 
and a track record in promoting 
international peace and cooperation, 
Ireland is a trusted country. 

That’s why we’re a leading destination  
for data hosting - it’s estimated Ireland 
is home to more than 30% of Europe’s  
data. The most demanding global 
customers entrust Irish companies with 
their cybersecurity.



Discover more about a selection of Irish cyber security companies 
who are innovating to deliver greater protection, detection and 

deterrence to the world’s most security conscious organisations.



Daon has been the most trusted name in biometric identity assurance for more than two decades on six 
continents. Daon’s “IdentityX®” is your seamless “two-in-one” platform for Digital Onboarding and User 
Authentication that spans all four corners of the customer experience (mobile, desktop, call centre, and 
physical location). Their global-scale customer deployments have proven successful in even the most 
complex and demanding enterprise environments, spanning payments verification, digital banking, 
wealth, insurance, telcos, border security, and seamless travel. 

www.daon.com

Getvisibility is using state of the art AI to classify and secure your documents and emails in real-time. 
Getvisibility’s dual approach to data classification allows staff to manually classify documents as they 
are created with suggestions and automated checking, while the machine learning algorithms scan, 
categorise and classify legacy data. The Getvisibility solution also provides organisations with risk 
assessments regarding compliance, permission management, data quality and user activity. 

www.getvisibility.com

Tines is a Security Orchestration, Automation and Response (SOAR) platform that aims to make the 
lives of security and operations teams easier through effortless automation. Flexible, robust, and 
easy to use, the enterprise platform creates space for high-impact work by enabling users to build 
their own automation stories to perform almost any repetitive manual process, regardless of use 
case or complexity. Built to save time, optimize resources, and minimize room for error, Tines 
integrates with other tools quickly and easily. Companies like Coinbase and Canva trust Tines to 
automate analyst activity and perform remediation actions in the event of a threat.

www.tines.io



Cyber Risk Aware, recognised in Gartner’s 2020 Security Awareness Training Market Guide, helps 
companies manage human cyber risks in their business, enabling clients to protect their network, meet 
compliance obligations and maintain security accreditations. Cyber Risk Aware's industry leading 
human cyber risk management, security awareness training and behaviour change platform features 
GCHQ accredited security awareness content, simulated phishing and a unique real-time capability, 
automatically educating all staff, on any device, in any location, in their exact moment of need, 
immediately in response to their specific actions on the network. Scheduled training is no longer fit for 
purpose, only real-time training can truly deliver long-term behavioural change.

www.cyberriskaware.com

GuardYoo is a Cybersecurity vendor delivering automated Compromise Assessment and Forensic 
Analysis via a SaaS Platform. GuardYoo is known for its ability to deliver fully automated cyber audits 
within 1 week to determine if a company’s network has been compromised without their knowledge. 
GuardYoo’s goal is to help alleviate the global cyber skills shortage by providing cyber experts with 
the forensic tools they need to help protect organisations from cyber criminals.

www.guardyoo.com

TitanHQ is a 25-year old multi award-winning web filtering, email filtering and email archiving SaaS 
vendor. TitanHQ protects over 7,500 businesses and works daily with over 1,500 MSP’s. All their 
platforms are hosted in the cloud. They work with SMBs, MSPs, ISPs and Telcos. TitanHQ protects 
your customers from malware, ransomware, phishing, viruses, botnets and other cyber threats. Most 
importantly their products were built from the ground up with MSP’s for MSP’s. TitanHQ saves MSP’s 
support and engineering cost  by stopping cyber threats at source for their clients. 

www.titanhq.com
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